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In	the	footsteps	of	a	quiet	pioneer

• Ordinary	girls
• Delinquency	
embedded	in	the	
everyday

• Privileging	voice
• Acknowledging	power
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Time	of	One’s	Own
(Jephcott 1967)

• Focus on ordinary youth leisure
• Employing eclectic methods: individual interviews;
group discussions; ‘casual data’ from cafés, pubs,
youth groups; diaries; photographs and sketches
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The	politics	of	method	in	postwar	
British	sociology	(Savage	2010)

Transition	from	‘gentlemanly	social	science’	
– based	on	observational	fieldwork	and	the	
mapping	of	morally	dubious	populations

…	to	new	technical	and	empirical	project	
– employing	‘objective’	methods	to	illustrate	the	
ordinary	features	of	social	life

• Boy, 19, welder: A rather thin kind of leisure, adult in
character (pubs; smoking; some dancing; billards). His
father told me when I saw him that this boy does not know
what he wants. The father thinks that a girlfriend might be
the answer. A rough sort of chap though pleasant enough.

(Interviewer	fieldnote,	quoted	in	Jephcott 1967:	34)

• Schoolboy, 15: Seems a highly intelligent lad with unusual
initiative. Has developed keen interest in angling and plays
table tennis frequently at a club to which his school was
invited. Appears very mature and quickly appreciated the
purpose and possible outcome of the survey. Verbalised on
his special position in that his schoolmates came from all
parts of the city, etc. Is probably classifiable as ‘Unusually
satisfactory’.

(Interviewer	fieldnote,	quoted	in	Jephcott 1967:	34)
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Features	of	feminist	research	
practice	(c.f.	Stanley	&	Wise	1983)

• Emphasis	on	giving	voice	to	women	and	their	everyday	
experiences	
– Initially	resulted	in	a	preference	for	qualitative	methods,	
particularly	the	in-depth	interview

– Now	more	of	a	recognition	of	value	of	methodological	
pluralism

• Need	for	greater	reflexivity	within	empirical	research	
practice
– Situating	the	researcher	in	relation	to	the	research
– Acknowledging	(and	attending	to)	power	relations	in	the	
production	of	knowledge	

Today I was not at work so I got up about 11 o’clock. After I
had my dinner I went into town with my brother in law and my
niece. We just looked about the shops and then we went and
had our tea … When we got back in the house one of our
neighbours was in with my mother. After she went away
about 5.30 pm my mother had to get ready to go to the
hospital to visit my brother. We walked down Duke St … and I
went to Galls to get wool and then we came home and had
our tea. After we had our tea … I just sat and watched
television and then went to bed about 11 o’clock.

(Diary	entry	for	a	Sunday	in	October	1965,	provided	by	17	year-old	
shop	assistant,	quoted	in	Jephcott	1967:	63)
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The very informal conditions under which an interview
might take place were illustrated in one home where,
money for the electric light having presumably run out,
adult and boy conducted a lengthy conversation by the
light of a small fire and against a background of noise
from what seemed to be a roomful of children, birds and
dogs. The interviews were often interrupted, as when the
family’s two-year-old sidled up to the interviewer with the
engaging information that he was about to pee.

(Fieldwork	reflection,	Jephcott 1967:	38)

Apart from a limited number of households who
figuratively and literally slammed the door in the
interviewer’s face, and a few curmudgeonly parents who
refused the interview without ever consulting their
youngster, relatively few families were impatient with the
study nor did they seem to regard an unannounced visit
as an intrusion. Indeed many parents were generally
pleased that anyone, and particularly someone from the
University, should take an interest in their adolescent
children. The youngsters themselves gave the impressions
that they were rather flattered to be consulted. It made
them ‘feel somebody’.

(Fieldwork	reflection,	Jephcott 1967:	38)

‘A	Sociological	Research	Pioneer’
(Goodwin	and	O’Connor	2015)

• Eclectic
• Collaborative
• Participatory
• Ordinary
• Everyday
• Voice
• Auto/biographical
• Creative
• Visual
• Humanistic


